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Featuring an Extensive Vanity and Countertop Collection Designed for Luxurious Bathrooms

Hastings Tile & Bath has been providing products to the architectural and design industry since 1885, 

celebrating our 135th year in 2020. Hastings has been a leading supplier of European tile and bath 

products since the 1970s. With this offering of bath products we continue our never-ending quest to 

bring to the U.S. the finest bath designs that Europe has to offer.

Urban vanities
Class vanities

Underground vanitiesOpen vanities Onda vanities

Stratos vanities Chelsea tubs Mirrors

Basins

Specializing in large vanities and customizable modular furniture

Countertops

In addition to a stunning array 

of bathroom furniture, the 

bath collection is rounded out 

with an appealing collection of 

tubs, mirrors and basins

Urban vanities
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Urban Vessels/Countertops

4

shown in polished grey finish

Rough-Cut Oak countertop in Rovere Corteccia Naturale 01P finish. Above-counter vessel in marble porcelain Cava Diamonds Cream TQE.

Rough-Cut Oak countertops are available in 3 rustic oak laminate finishes. Vessels are available in matte white solid-surface, a wide 

array of porcelain finishes and select HPL finishes.

www.hastingstilebath.com



Urban Vessels/Countertops
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shown in polished grey finish

Rough-Cut Oak countertop in Rovere Corteccia Avena 01R finish. Above-counter vessel in HPL Pulpis Chiaro TKH (above).

Rough-Cut Oak countertop in Rovere Corteccia Fumo 01S. Vessel basin in HPL Pulpis Chiaro TKH (above).

Vessels are available in matte white solid-surface, a wide array of porcelain finishes and select HPL finishes.

www.hastingstilebath.com



Urban Vessels/Countertops
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shown in polished grey finish

Urban vessels can be used on any of the Urban cabinetry. A wide selection of vessel materials, styles and finishes allow you to fit your 

design theme.

Fenix countertop in Verde 

Comodoro TFG.

Bicolor drawer finish in Fenix 

Verde Comodoro (TFG) and 3D 

Noce Canaletto Naturale (1NF)

Vessel basin in marble 

porcelain Cava Noir Desir 

(TQH) Open side shelf provides 

additonal aesthetic and 

functional storage

www.hastingstilebath.com



Urban Vessels/Countertops
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shown in polished grey finish

Urban vessels can be used on any of the Urban cabinetry. Select from the breadth and depth of materials, finishes and  

compositions the Urban series has to offer.

Urban standard height cabinet shown in 3D Noce Canaletto Naturale (1NF) pairing with the newly introduced "fly" handle in 

Metallizzatto Creta.

A detailed shot of the Blade 

ceramic vessel basin in the 

cemento matte (0CD) finish.

Blade basins are available in 5 

different ceramic glazed 

finishes. 

www.hastingstilebath.com



Urban Vessels/Countertops
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shown in polished grey finish
A 4" thick HPL countertop in Pulpis Chriaro (TKH) shown with the Morris matte white solid-surface vessel basin a clean and subtle pairing 

showcasing the potential of the collection. A sleek design element featured above is the inner vessel cover tray which mirrors the countertop 

finish and conceals the drain.

www.hastingstilebath.com



Urban Kant Pedestals
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shown in polished grey finish

Porcelain pedestal in Calacatta (TQD)                                                                     HPL pedestal basin in Pulpis Scuro (TKJ)

Matte black Kant pedestal basin with crisp edge detailing. 

Also available in matte white.

www.hastingstilebath.com
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Urban Vanities 

www.hastingstilebath.com

Urban vanities offer a wide variety of sink base and side storage cabinets in several styles and 

sizes and with several handle styles. Cabinet configurations up to 340 cm (133-7/8") are 

possible. Cabinets and countertops feature an outstanding selection of styles and finishes.

features :
-matte and glossy solid-surface countertops in white and colors including textured finishes with several integrated basin choices

-cabinets and glass countertops in 53 matching glossy or matte colors 

-cabinets in 22 3D wood finishes

-porcelain countertops in 16 stone and marble finishes

-cement resin finishes in 10 cement colors available for countertops and most cabinets

-HPL (high pressure laminate) in 11 finishes available for countertops and cabinets

countertop styles (left to right) : cement resin, HPL with solid-surface quadra basin, HPL with Cover basin, HPL with solid-surface Oly basin  

freestanding multi-cabinet vanity in cenere matte lacquered woodgrain 

with Like handles and side shelves

Urban vanities are available in 3 height groups: standard, low height and freestanding

standard height matte white lacquered multi-cabinet vanity with Tratto handles

standard height 

freestanding low height 

low height sink base with offset side cabinet underneath, both in  

3D wood finish with Delta handles and visone textured solid-surface 

top 



Urban Vanities 

www.hastingstilebath.com

 Duplex cabinets

Cabinet in soft-touch Cacao 

Orinoco & 3D Noce Tavola 

Antico Scuro (1NE)

Sandblasted glass countertop 

in Cacao Orinoco with the 

nettuno basin style

Image to the left showcases 

the wraparound groove detail 

adding a simple and refined 

design element to the vanity

11



Urban Vanities
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shown in polished grey finish

A detailed shot of the Blade 

ceramic vessel basin in the 

cemento matte (0CD) finish.

Blade basins are available in 5 

different ceramic glazed 

finishes. 

A truly personalized duplex cabinet incorporating multiple cabinet finishes and an open shelf for added storage 

and a design twist. Countertop show in Fenix Grigio Bromo (TFE) and cabinets in both Soft-Touch Grigio Bromo 

and 3D Pietra Piasentina Grigio Scuro(1AB)

A detailed shot of the 

Fenix Grigio Bromo (TFE) 

integrated countertop

Duplex

www.hastingstilebath.com
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Urban Vanities

www.hastingstilebath.com

Duplex one-drawer sink base with one-drawer side cabinet. Duplex drawer panel in matte white, drawer 

fronts and left side panel in Tabacco 3D wood finish. 

Grooved handle profile exposing white cabinet finish combined with matching duplex drawer panel and matte 

white solid-surface countertop provides interesting contrast to drawer fronts and side shelves.

Standard height cabinets are also available with the 

innovative Duplex drawer front

Duplex cabinets
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Urban Vanities 
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Duplex one-drawer cabinet with one-

drawer side cabinet. Querica Grigio 

HPL countertop with Cover integrated 

basin and matching duplex drawer 

panel. Drawer fronts in 3D wood 

Cemento Creta finish (detail image of 

finish below).

22 3D cabinet finish choices

Duplex cabinets
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Urban Vanities

www.hastingstilebath.com

Duplex two-drawer sink base with duplex two-

drawer side cabinet. Cabinets in matte verde 

polvere lacquer finish with drawer fronts in 3D 

wood Rovere Dogato Grigio. Countertop in 

Fokos Sale porcelain with Cover basin

Shown below: HPL top with Quad solid-surface 

undermount basin

16 porcelain 

countertop 

finishes

Duplex cabinets



Urban Vanities 
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Low height

Countertop in Fenix Nero Ingo 

(TFJ)

Sink base and side cabinet are 

in 3D Bianco (10B)

Showcasing the Tratto 

integrated handle detail 

coordinating with the 

countertop finish

16



Urban Vanities 
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Low height

Offset 25cm height cabinets in 3D Paulownia (1F2) with Kros wall-hung storage cabinets for additional storage 

(above)

An upclose detail look at the "fly" handle. This handle style can in be in brushed steel or in lacquered colors.

17

Low height
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Urban Vanities 
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Low height vanities

low height cabinets can be used as one-drawer vanities (as above and bottom right images). Side cabinets can also 

be offset beneath the sink cabinets (as in the image directly below). Alternatively, cabinets may be stacked to 

combine different style cabinets or finishes together to simulate standard height vanities (as in the 3rd image down) 

or may be mixed with standard height cabinet (as in the bottom left image).
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Urban Vanities 
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A combination of two outstanding finishes 

      in this freestanding multi-cabinet configuration. 

              Cabinets in 3D Cemento Tortora finish and countertop in 

                              Noce Savoia HPL with Cover Integrated basin.

Freestanding vanities
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Urban Vanities 

www.hastingstilebath.com

Freestanding vanities

freestanding multi-cabinet 

configuration with cabinets in 

glossy creta metallizzatto finish 

with titanio Like handles and 

glossy noir desir porcelain 

countertop 

freestanding multi-

cabinet vanity in cenere 

matte lacquered 

woodgrain 

with chrome Like 

handles and side shelves
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Urban Vanities 
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multi-cabinet vanity in 

matte Titanio finish and 

Rovere Slavonia HPL thick 

countertop with Cover 

integrated basin.

Grooved handle detail 

below.

11 HPL countertop or cabinet finishes

   53 lacquered cabinet colors

Standard height cabinets



Urban Vanities 
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   45 cabinet colors

Sink base and side cabinets in 3D finish Pelle Pecari (1PE) showcasing a central handle groove

An exotic and eye-

catching new 

countertop finish in 

HPL Pulpis Scuro (TKJ)

            Standard height

22



Urban Vanities 

9 HPL countertop 

or cabinet finishes

   45 cabinet  

    colors

Standard height cabinets

www.hastingstilebath.com

Standard height

1 drawer unit with inner drawer 

cabinet in Ardesia HPL finish

23



Urban Legstands
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Countertop and 1 drawer console in 

HPL Ardesia (TKF) finish

Countertop and shelf in 

matching HPL Rovere Monet  

(TK3) finish

24
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Urban legstands

www.hastingstilebath.com

Urban consoles are 

available in lengths up 

to 275 cm (108-1/4")

Lower shelves are available 

in attractive 3D, or 

lacquered matte or glossy 

colored finishes

Drawer cabinets in 38 cm (15") 

height provide spacious storage 

while allowing wide-open floor 

space below

The Urban line also includes legstands with thick countertops and either drawers or lower shelves
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Urban Vanities
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Like handles are available 

in smaller and larger sizes, 

and can be mixed (as  

   shown here) or 

       matched 

cabinet in 3D wood finish and 

solid-surface top with Oly basin,

Parentisi handles are available in 

chrome (shown here), satin nickel, 

white or titanio 

Delta handles are available 

in satin nickel or nero 

brunito (shown here)

7 premium matte 

solid-surface 

countertop colors

Parentisi handles 

Like handlesDelta handles

Lateral handles are available in lacquered color or 

brill aluminum

Lateral handles 

multi-cabinet vanity in 3D wood sable grigio finish with Lateral handles
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Urban Vanities 
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the white Sasso handles provide a pleasant contrast against 

the 3D wood nodato spaccato biondo cabinet finish

Like handles are available 

in chrome (image right), 

satin nickel, white or 

titanio (shown here)

Simple handles may be 

mounted horizontally or 

vertically

HPL (high pressure laminate) rovere monet cabinet

Simple handle

Sasso handles 

Like handles

Fly handle



Urban Vanities

multi-cabinet configuration with cemento tortora 3D finish (above) 

Lofty handles
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Sign handles

matte white vanity with solid-

surface top and sign handles

matte lacquered woodgrain cabinet with Sign handles in grigio grafite with matching color matte glass countertop

close-up view of Lofty handle

glossy white Lofty handle vanity with 4" thick solid-surface top

Urban vanities come in a wide variety of handle styles



Urban Vanities
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cabinet in 3D tabacco wood 

finish with Tratto handles and 

textured solid-surface 

countertop with Calce basin
Tratto handles in 

brill aluminum

 cabinets with Tratto 

handles and cement resin 

grigio finish countertop 

with double 

prisma basins

thick countertop and one-drawer push-to-

open cabinet all in Argilla cement resin finish

Tratto handles

Push-to-open

multi-cabinet configuration with Onda 

handles in bronzo brushed metal-look 

finish with glossy noir desir porcelain 

countertop (left and below)

Onda handles

4 brushed metal-look colors

5 textured solid-surface countertop colors



Urban Vanities 
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all cabinets with the Urban handle style have a 3 cm opening above grooved handles 

in the drawer or door fronts that accentuate the handle profile which may be the 

same or a contrasting finish as the fronts. 

left : as an option, grooved handle profiles may be 

continued around to the sides of the cabinets by 

adding grooved side panels

multi-cabinet configuration in rovere dogato grigio with cappuccino solid-surface countertop

below : side panels may also be without grooved 

handle profiles, as in this case where an HPL side 

panel meets an HPL countertop 

7 glossy or matte solid-surface countertop colors

Urban handles

30



Urban Storage - "Look"
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shown in polished grey finish

This freestanding storage 

solution is slim and design driven 

with a height of 74-1/4" these 

storage racks allow you to 

maximize your bathroom space 

and create and indivdualized 

statement

The metal structure and shelf 

frame have 5 distinct finish 

options (see below)

The "shelf base" can be in any 

lacquered, 3D, Soft-Touch, 

Brushed Metal, HPL or Fenix 

finish

Another option is the towel bar 

cutout

www.hastingstilebath.com



Urban Storage 
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shown in polished grey finish

Kros

Kros

Kros angular wall cabinets are available in right or left versions as well as a variety of heights that can be stacked, offset and 

abutted to create a distinctive architectural design (see above)

These open ended "Metal Cubes" showcase a creative storage solution. 

They can standalone or be stacked up to 3 high. Your creativity allows for 

infinite possibilities.

Available in 5 metal finishes.

Metal Cubes

www.hastingstilebath.com



Urban Towel Rail
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Metal frame finish options

This distinctive towel rail can 

be used alongside your Urban 

vanity or positioned by your 

tub.

The metal frame is available in 

5 finishes (see below).

The optional shelf base can be 

in any of the Urban finish 

selections besides solid-

surface, allowing you to pair 

and cooridinate with the rest 

of the bathroom.

www.hastingstilebath.com



Chelsea Solid-Surface Tubs

34 shown in matte white finish

Chelsea tubs are available in 60 and 66" lengths and 
    in white and grey in matte and polished finishes

shown in polished grey finish



Dune and Lunar Solid-Surface Tubs
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shown in polished grey finish

both tubs available in white and grey matte and polished finishes

shown in matte white finish

shown in polished grey finish

Dune tub

Lunar tub

available in 59 and 68"  lengths

available in 59", 66", 71"  lengths



Lavasca XS and Sparta Solid-Surface Tubs
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shown in polished grey finish

both tubs available in white and grey in matte and polished finishes

shown in polished white finish

shown in matte white finishavailable in 64" length

available in 66" length

Lavasca XS

Sparta



Oval Solid-Surface Tub and Bath Stool

6

shown in polished grey finish

tub available in white and grey in matte and polished finishes

shown in polished white finish

shown in matte white finishavailable in 64" length

available in 66" length

  solid-surface stool in matte white

shown in matte white finishavailable in 58" length

37



Mirrors
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shown in polished grey finish

Loop

Loop

www.hastingstilebath.com



Mirrors
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shown in polished grey finish

R80R80

Luna Free Luna Free

Luna Free

www.hastingstilebath.com
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Cadre wood frame LED lighted mirrors

Roma glass frame LED lighted mirrors

        Mirrors

The Hastings mirror collection offers a wide variety of mirror styles with LED lighting (except where noted). 

Sensor switches and defoggers are available in several models.

www.hastingstilebath.com
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Mirrors

www.hastingstilebath.com

Botte

Chiara

Strip 

Chiara in oval shape and Botte in round shape



 

   Mirrors

42 www.hastingstilebath.com

Venezia 

StratoAurora

mirror has brushed aluminum frame with mitered light diffuser
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Mirrors

www.hastingstilebath.com

The Amalfi and 

Capri metal mirror 

frames are 

available in the 

finishes below

Capri 

Amalfi
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Mirrors

Etoile 

Lady 

www.hastingstilebath.com

Passion Luna1 (without lighting)

Desire'
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Q Line vanities
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Grigio Perla Matte Finish 100 cm (39-3/8") Two-Drawer 

Vanity with Grooved Handle and Thick Matte White Solid-

Surface Countertop with Integrated Basin-No Overflow 

(Optional Overflow available, surcharge applies)    

Fog 002 Wood Finish 120 cm (47-

1/4") One-Drawer Vanity with 

Grooved Handle and Thick Matte 

White Solid-Surface Countertop 

with Integrated Basin-No 

Overflow (Optional Overflow 

available, surcharge applies)   

Olmo Corda 949 Wood Finish 60 

cm (23-1/2") Two-Drawer Vanity 

with Grooved Handles, Glossy 

White Ceramic Countertop with 

Integrated Basin and Overflow 

Olmo Biondo Wood Finish 120 cm (47-

1/4") Two-Drawer Vanity with 

Grooved Handle and Glossy White 

Ceramic Countertop with Integrated 

Double Basin and Overflow
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Open Vanities

www.hastingstilebath.com

Open vanities feature matte white cabinets with drawer fronts in 36 colors in matte or 

glossy finish or in 12 wood and 1 cement laminate finishes and matte solid-surface 

countertops. Coordinating tall storage cabinets add additional storage solutions.

one drawer cabinets with lower open shelf in 60 cm (23-5/8")

vintage avana laminate finish
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two-drawer, two-shelf 120 cm (47-1/4") cabinet with vintage avana wood drawer front

Open Vanities

www.hastingstilebath.com

two drawer cabinet with open shelf in 120 cm (47-1/4")
Matte white cabinets and solid-surface countertops 

provide a striking contrast with wood or matte or glossy 

finish drawer fronts



        Open Vanities

48
90 cm two-drawer, two-shelf vanity with 085 matte metropoli drawer 

fronts and matching tall storage cabinets

two 90 cm one-drawer and 

shelf vanities with nativo 

naturale drawer fronts and 

matching tall storage cabinets

two-drawer, two-shelf 90 cm (35-3/8") 

cabinet and tall storage cabinets with 

matte zaffiro finish drawer fronts
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Open Vanities

www.hastingstilebath.com

120 cm two-drawer, two-shelf vanity with rovere silver drawer fronts and matching tall storage cabinets

120 cm one-drawer and shelf vanities with 086 ponente matte lacquered drawer fronts and matching tall storage cabinets



Underground vanities

One and Two drawer vanities nestled in striking matte black wall frames or legstands. Available 

in 36 matte colors and 12 wood or 1 cement laminate finishes with white matte solid-surface 

countertops.

all underground vanities have matte black metal handles and wall frames or leg stands50



two-drawer cabinet in 959 beton (concrete) finish with 

legstand and mirror in matching finish

one-drawer cabinet in 967 rovere caffé' 

finish with legstand and shelf

two-drawer cabinet in 067 matte manhattan finish with legstand and 

mirror in matching finish

two-drawer cabinet with wall fame in 948 vintage avana 

Underground vanities

matte solid-surface countertop with integrated basin

51
two one-drawer cabinets in 085 matte metropoli finish 

with wall frame and shelf



Class vanities
Class vanities have porcelain or glass drawer fronts held within distinctive matte black drawer frames 

and can be matched with countertops in the same material or in solid-surface. Drawer fronts may also 

be in 36 matte or glossy lacquered colors to match glass top colors or in 12 wood and 1 cement 

laminate colors. Countertops are also available in white matte or glossy solid-surface.

52

312 stone grey finish porcelain drawer fronts and matching 

porcelain countertop (below and lower left)

310 bianco statuario finish porcelain drawer front and 

matching porcelain countertop (above and left)



Class vanities

967 rovere caffe' laminate drawer fronts and white solid-surface countertop 53

088 bianco venere matte finish glass 

drawer fronts and 258 milk glass (solid white all 

through the glass) countertop 

960 nativo naturale laminate finish 

drawer and door fronts and solid-

surface countertop 



Class vanities

069 ocean glossy glass drawer fronts and matching glass countertop

clear smoke glass drawer fronts with 067 

matte manhattan lacquered sides and glass 

countertop (below)

311 nero marquinia finish porcelain countertop 

and matching side cabinet offset beneath the 

top (bottom and to the right)

54
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horizontal drawer arrangement allows for 

interesting grouping of colors of drawer fronts

Stratos centers around one or more 70 cm solid-

surface basins with an extended top that covers one or 

more drawers. Drawers may be aligned to the left or 

right or both with basin at center

solid-surface basin at center with drawers in 067 matte manhattan 

to the left and right and tall storage cabinets to the left

basin with 2 drawers to right

solid-surface basin at center with extended top over drawers to the left and right 

and storage cabinets symmetrically arranged  below the vanity

drawer cabinets may be one or two drawer with drawer fronts in colors

        Stratos Vanities

double drawer cabinet to left 

and single drawer to right , all 

white configuaration



Onda vanities

asymmetrical two-drawer bi-color vanity in 

lacquered and wood finishes

two-drawer vanity in 967 rovere caffe'

two-drawer vanity in glossy 085 metropoli

Ahead of the curve!   Onda's sinuous form in symmetrical and asymmetrical cabinet styles are available in three sizes 

and in matte and glossy lacquered as well as laminate finishes. Countertops are in matte and glossy solid-surface with 

recessed basins or unique integrated vessel basins.

56



Onda vanities
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two-drawer vanity in 

961 nativo cotto finish
two-drawer bi-color vanity 

two-drawer bi-color vanity two-drawer matte white vanity 

image below: solid-surface top with integrated basin

images above and to the left: two-drawer 

asymmetrical vanity with solid-surface top with 

integrated vessel basin



        Prestige Vanities
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glossy olivewood

glossy ebony

glossy rosewood

glossy ebony

glossy olivewood

Prestige vanities are characterized by their striking 

glossy exotic wood finishes and matte solid-surface 

countertops. Side panels may be matching wood 

finish or matte white. Lengths: 72 cm (28-3/8"), 96 

cm (37-3/4"), 120 cm (47-1/4")

Side storage cabinets



Luxury Countertops

Two artisan glass factories offering standard glass countertop styles as well as the capability to 

produce custom sizes, shapes and edges to customer specifications and drawings. With a large 

selection of finishes and colors, glass countertops may be wall-hung with brackets, used with 

our coordinating storage cabinets or used with other brands or customer's cabinets.

Glass

59

Vetro glass countertops

Cristallo glass countertops

www.hastingstilebath.com

35 colors

over 90 colors/finishes
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Luxury Countertops

www.hastingstilebath.com

botticino HPL finish

HPL (high-pressure-laminate)  countertops with integrated basins all in waterproof HPL 

porcelain countertops in 16 finishes 

Fenix countertop 

11 HPL countertop finishes

pietra savoia grigioroccia

Hastings offers an impressive collection of thin and thick countertops with integrated basins. Whether a thick floating countertop, 

with or without storage, or a thin countertop for a custom fabricated cabinet, the Luxury Countertop Collection has a wide variety 

of styles and finishes in solid-surface, porcelain, cement resin, fenix, glass and HPL (high-pressure-laminate). 

cement resin countertops in 10 finishes  solid-surface  countertops in a variety of colors, textures and basins 

matte top with quadra basin

matte top with rectangular basin
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 Cubik Vanities
Basins in two sizes, 60 cm (23-5/8") and 100 cm (39-3/8"), in matte white solid-surface. Coordinating HPL (high 

pressure laminate) 40 cm (15-3/4") and 80 cm (31-1/2") one-drawer cabinets in 4 wood finishes can be aligned to the 

basins or offset underneath. Coordinating side wall storage cabinets also available.

4 HPL wood cabinet finishes

cabinets have grooved 

handles with metal 

inserts available in matte 

white or black

Cubik basins and coordinating 

cabinets can be arranged in various ways



Solid-surface wall-hung basins in matte or 

glossy white are available in several lengths

Solid-Surface Basins

62

Linear glossy solid-surface 5-1/2" wall-hung 

countertop with double basin 

matte solid-surface 

pedestal basins

Tower3 with faucet deck 

Monolith2 with faucet deck 

Tower2 without faucet deck 

Lydia wall-hung basins

double basins

Belmonte wall-hung basins

www.hastingstilebath.com



Solid-Surface Above-Counter Basins

45

Cosmos rectangular basin Cosmos round basins

Cosmos oval basin Skin rectangular basin

Minima rectangular basins

63www.hastingstilebath.com



-all basins 37 cm diameter (14-5/8"), 16 cm height (6-1/4")
64

verde

Trasparente  (transparent) vessel basins with irregular edge

Coriandoli Vessel basins with regular edge

blu chiaro

blu

giallo

Preziosi and Riace  vessel basins with irregular edge

Brilliant vessel basins with irregular edge

verde chiaro

rosso

rosso blu green viola

color examples:

clear

blu 

Hi Tech and Atollo  vessel basins with regular edge

oro

rame

argento

oro

rame

argento

        oro

Preziosi Riace 

Hi Tech Apollo 

argento

argento

rame

oro

available in glossy or satin

Vetro Glass Basins

rame

www.hastingstilebath.com

available in 
49 colors

available in 3 colors available in 3 colors

available in 3 colorsavailable in 3 colors

available in 8 colors
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Artisan Ceramic Basins

www.hastingstilebath.com

P35 Quad 80 
80.5 cm (31-5/8") available in basin 

left or right (basin left shown)

P35 Quad 55 
55 cm (21-5/8") wall-hung basin

P35 Quad 75 
75 cm (29-1/2")

wall-hung basin

P35 Quad 95 
95 cm (37-3/8") wall-hung basin

P35 Oval   wall-hung basins available in 

65 cm (25-5/8")  and 85 cm (33-1/2") 

colors-  (not all basins are available in all colors)

The Artisan ceramic basin line offers 

white and black in glossy and matte  

finishes as well as color, bi-color and 

rainbow finishes (note: all finishes are 

not available for all basins) 
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Thin Rectanular 
53 cm (20-7/8") wall-hung basin in rainbow finish

Tank 80   80 cm (31-1/2") wall-hung basin Tank 100   100 cm (39-3/8") wall-hung 

basin

Totem  Pedestal basin Tower  Pedestal basin
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Fly Mini
Pedestal basin

colors-  (not all basins are available in all colors)
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Elite Vessel Basins

Elite rectangular

Elite square
Elite round

Elite oval

matte black matte grey/white

gold/white

colors-  (not all basins are available in all colors)

Thin Tondo vessel basin

Thin Short
vessel basin

Thin Mezzaluna
wall-hung basin

Fly Mini CR
wall-hung basin

Fly Mini DX
wall-hung basin

Fly 60
wall-hung basin

Fly 
vessel basin

Fly Plus wall-hung or above-counter (against the wall) basin 

shown using the side deck for remote placement of faucet 

handle away from water flow



customer service

phone- toll-free 800-351-0038

e-mail- cs@hastingstilebath.com

fax- 631-285-3342

   sales

e-mail- bath@hastingstilebath.com
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